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Abstract

Predictive modeling using machine learning is an effective method for building compiler heuristics, but there is a shortage of benchmarks. Typical machine learning experiments outside of the compilation field train over thousands or millions of examples. In machine learning for compilers, however, there are typically only a few dozen common benchmarks available. This limits the quality of learned models, as they have very sparse training data for what are often high-dimensional feature spaces. What is needed is a way to generate an unbounded number of training programs that finely cover the feature space. At the same time the generated programs must be similar to the types of programs that human developers actually write, otherwise the learning will target the wrong parts of the feature space.

We mine open source repositories for program fragments and apply deep learning techniques to automatically construct models for how humans write programs. We sample these models to generate an unbounded number of runnable training programs. The quality of the programs is such that even human developers struggle to distinguish our generated programs from hand-written code.

We use our generator for OpenCL programs, CLgen, to automatically synthesize thousands of programs and show that learning over these improves the performance of a state of the art predictive model by $1.27 \times$. In addition, the fine covering of the feature space automatically exposes weaknesses in the feature design which are invisible with the sparse training examples from existing benchmark suites. Correcting these weaknesses further increases performance by $4.30 \times$.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—code generation, compilers, optimization

Keywords Synthetic program generation, OpenCL, Benchmarking, Deep Learning, GPUs

1. Introduction

Predictive modeling is a well researched method for building optimization heuristics that often exceed human experts and reduces development time [1–11]. Figure 1 shows the process by which these models are trained. A set of training programs are identified which are expected to be representative of the application domain. The programs are compiled and executed with different parameter values for the target heuristic, to determine which are the best values for each training program. Each program is also summarized by a vector of features which describe the information that is expected to be important in predicting the best heuristic parameter values. These training examples of program features and desired heuristic values are used to create a machine learning model which, when given the features from a new, unseen program, can predict good heuristic values for it.

It is common for feature vectors to contain dozens of elements. This means that a large volume of training data is needed to have an adequate sampling over the feature space. Without it, the machine learned models can only capture the coarse characteristics of the heuristic, and new programs which do not lie near to training points may be wrongly predicted. The accuracy of the machine learned heuristic is thus limited by the sparsity of the training points.

There have been efforts to solve this problem using templates. The essence of the approach is to construct a probabilistic grammar with embedded semantic actions that defines a language of possible programs. New programs may be created by sampling the grammar and, through setting probabilities on the grammar productions, the sampling is biased towards producing programs from one part of the space or another. This technique is potentially completely general, since a grammar can theoretically be constructed to match any desired program domain. However, despite being theoretically possible, it is not easy to construct grammars which are both suitably general and also produce programs that are in any
way similar to human written programs. It has been shown to be successful over a highly restricted space of stencil benchmarks with little control flow or program variability [4, 8]. But, it is not clear how much effort it will take, or even if it is possible for human experts to define grammars capable of producing human like programs in more complex domains.

By contrast, our approach does not require an expert to define what human programs look like. Instead, we automatically infer the structure and likelihood of programs over a huge corpus of open source projects. From this corpus, we learn a probability distribution over sets of characters seen in human written code. Later, we sample from this distribution to generate new random programs which, because the distribution models human written code, are indistinguishable from human code. We can then populate our training data with an unbounded number of human like programs, covering the space far more finely than either existing benchmark suites or even the corpus of open source projects. Our approach is enabled by two recent developments:

The first is the breakthrough effectiveness of deep learning for modeling complex structure in natural languages [12, 13]. As we show, deep learning is capable not just of learning the macro syntactical and semantic structure of programs, but also the nuances of how humans typically write code. It is truly remarkable when one considers that it is given no prior knowledge of the syntax or semantics of the language.

The second is the increasing popularity of public and open platforms for hosting software projects and source code. This popularity furnishes us with the thousands of programming examples that are necessary to feed into the deep learning. These open source examples are not, sadly, as useful for directly learning the compiler heuristics since they are not presented in a uniform, runnable manner, nor do they typically have extractable test data. Preparing each of the thousands of open source projects to be directly applicable for learning compiler heuristics would be an insurmountable task. In addition to our program generator, CLgen, we also provide an accompanying host driver which generates datasets for, then executes and profiles synthesized programs.

Table 1 summarizes our results. The performance of a model trained on one benchmark suite and used to predict the mapping for another suite is generally very poor. The benchmark suite which provides the best results, NVIDIA SDK, achieves on average only 49% of the optimal performance. The worst case is when training with Parboil to predict the optimal mappings for Polybench, where the model achieves only 11.5% of the optimal performance. From this it is clear that heuristics learned on one benchmark suite fail to generalize across other suites.

This problem is caused both by the limited number of benchmarks contained in each suite, and the distribution of benchmarks within the feature space. Figure 3 shows the feature space of the Parboil benchmark suite, showing whether, for each benchmark, the model was able to correctly predict the appropriate optimization. We used Principle Component Analysis to reduce the multi-dimensional feature space to aid visualization.

As we see in Figure 3a, there is a dense cluster of neighboring benchmarks, a smaller cluster of three benchmarks, and two outliers. The lack of neighboring observations means that the model is unable to learn a good heuristic for the two outliers, which leads to them being incorrectly optimized. In
Tab. 1: Performance relative to the optimal of the Grewe et al. predictive model across different benchmark suites on an AMD GPU. The columns show the suite used for training; the rows show the suite used for testing.

![Table 1](image)

Figure 3. A two dimensional projection of the Grewe et al. feature space, showing predictive model results over Parboil benchmarks on an NVIDIA GPU. Two outliers in (a) are incorrectly predicted due to the lack of nearby observations. The addition of neighboring observations in (b) corrects this.

![Figure 3](image)

3. Overview of Our Approach

In this paper we present CLgen, a tool for synthesizing OpenCL benchmarks, and an accompanying host driver for executing synthetic benchmarks for gathering performance data for predictive modeling. While we demonstrate our approach using OpenCL, it is language agnostic. Our tool CLgen learns the semantics and structure from over a million lines of hand-written code from GitHub, and synthesizes programs through a process of iterative model sampling.

![Figure 4](image)

We use a host driver to execute the synthesized programs to gather performance data for use in predictive modeling. Figure 4 provides an overview of the program synthesis and execution pipeline. Our approach extends the state of the art by providing a general-purpose solution for benchmark synthesis, leading to better and more accurate predictive models.

In the course of evaluating our technique against prior work we discovered that it is also useful for evaluating the quality of features. Since we are able to cover the space so much more finely than the prior work, which only used standard benchmark suites, we are able to find multiple programs with identical feature values but different best heuristic values. This indicates that the features are not sufficiently discriminative and should be extended with more information to allow those programs to be separated. We go on to show that doing this significantly increases the performance of the learned heuristics. We expect that our technique will be valuable for feature designers.
4. CLgen: Benchmark Synthesis

CLgen is an undirected, general-purpose program synthesizer for OpenCL. It adopts and augments recent advanced techniques from deep learning to learn over massive codebases. In contrast to existing grammar and template based approaches, CLgen is entirely probabilistic. The system learns to program using neural networks which model the semantics and usage of a huge corpus of code fragments in the target programming language. This section describes the assembly of an OpenCL language corpus, the application of deep learning over this corpus, and the process of synthesizing programs.

4.1 An OpenCL Language Corpus

Deep learning requires large datasets [15]. For the purpose of modeling a programming language, this means assembling a very large collection of real, hand-written source codes. We assembled OpenCL codes by mining public repositories on the popular code hosting site GitHub.

This is itself a challenging task since OpenCL is an embedded language, meaning device code is often difficult to untangle since GitHub does not presently recognize it as a searchable programming language. We developed a search engine which attempts to identify and download standalone OpenCL files through a process of file scraping and recursive header inlining. The result is a 2.8 million line dataset of 8078 “content files” which potentially contain OpenCL code, originating from 793 GitHub repositories.

We prune the raw dataset extracted from GitHub using a custom toolchain we developed for rejection filtering and code rewriting, built on LLVM.

Rejection Filter The rejection filter accepts as input a content file and returns whether or not it contains compilable, executable OpenCL code. To do this we attempt to compile the input to NVIDIA PTX bytecode and perform static analysis to ensure a minimum static instruction count of three. We discard any inputs which do not compile or contain fewer than three instructions.

During initial development it became apparent that isolating the OpenCL device code leads to a higher-than-expected discard rate (that is, seemingly valid OpenCL files being rejected). Through analyzing 148k lines of compilation errors, we discovered a large number of failures caused by undeclared identifiers — a result of isolating device code — 50% of undeclared identifier errors in the GitHub dataset were caused by only 60 unique identifiers. To address this, we developed a shim header which contains inferred values for common type definitions (e.g., FLOAT_T), and common constants (e.g., WG_SIZE), shown in Listing 1.

Injecting the shim decreases the discard rate from 40% to 32%, responsible for an additional 88k lines of code in the final language corpus. The resulting dataset is 2.0 million lines of compilable OpenCL source code.

![Listing 1. The shim header file, providing inferred type aliases and constants for OpenCL on GitHub.](image)

Code Rewriter Programming languages have few of the issues of semantic interpretation present in natural language, though there remains many sources of variance at the syntactic level. For example, the presence and content of comments in code, and the choice of identifying names given to variables. We consider these ambiguities to be non-functional variance, and developed a tool to normalize code of these variances so as to make the code more amenable to machine learning. This is a three step process:

1. The source is pre-processed to remove macros, conditional compilation, and source comments.
2. Identifiers are rewritten to have a short but unique name based on their order of appearance, using the sequential series \{a, b, c, ..., aa, ab, ac, ...\} for variables and \{A, B, C, ..., AA, AB, AC, ...\} for functions. This process isolates the syntactic structure of the code, and unlike prior work [16], our rewrite method preserves program behavior. Language built-ins (e.g., get_global_id, asin) are not rewritten.
3. A variant of the Google C++ code style is enforced to ensure consistent use of braces, parentheses, and white space.

An example of the code rewriting process is shown in Figure 5. A side effect of this process is a reduction in code size, largely due to the removal of comments and excess white space. The final language corpus contains 1.3 million lines of transformed OpenCL, consisting of 9487 kernel functions. Identifier rewriting reduces the bag-of-words vocabulary size by 84%.

4.2 Learning OpenCL

Generating valid, executable program code is an ambitious and challenging goal for unsupervised machine learning. We employ state of the art deep language modeling techniques to achieve this task.

We use the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture of Recurrent Neural Network [17, 18] to learn a character-level language model over the corpus of OpenCL compute kernels. The LSTM network architecture comprises recurrent
layers of memory cells, each consisting of an input, output, and forget gate, and an output layer providing normalized probability values from a 1-of-K coded vocabulary [19].

We use a 3-layer LSTM network with 2048 nodes per layer, implemented in Torch. We train this 17-million parameter model using Stochastic Gradient Descent for 50 epochs, using an initial learning rate of 0.002, decaying by a factor of one half every 5 epochs. Training took three weeks on a single machine using an NVIDIA GTX Titan, with a final model size of 648MB. Training the network is a one-off cost, and can be parallelized across devices. The trained network can be deployed to lower-compute machines for use.

4.3 Synthesizing OpenCL

We synthesize OpenCL compute kernels by iteratively sampling the learned language model. We implemented two modes for model sampling: the first involves providing an argument specification, stating the data types and modifiers of all kernel arguments. When an argument specification is provided, the model synthesizes kernels matching this signature. In the second sampling mode this argument specification is omitted, allowing the model to synthesize compute kernels of arbitrary signatures, dictated by the distribution of argument types within the language corpus.

In either mode we generate a seed text, and sample the model, character by character, until the end of the compute kernel is reached, or until a predetermined maximum number of characters is reached. Algorithm 1 illustrates this process.

The same rejection filter described in Section 4.1 then either accepts or rejects the sample as a candidate synthetic benchmark. Listing 6 shows three examples of unique compute kernels generated in this manner from an argument specification of three single-precision floating-point arrays and a read-only signed integer. We evaluate the quality of synthesized code in Section 6.

5. Benchmark Execution

We developed a host driver to gather performance data from synthesized CLgen code. The driver accepts as input an OpenCL kernel, generates payloads of user-configurable sizes, and executes the kernel using the generated payloads, providing dynamic checking of kernel behavior.

5.1 Generating Payloads

A payload encapsulates all of the arguments of an OpenCL compute kernel. After parsing the input kernel to derive argument types, a rule-based approach is used to generate synthetic payloads. For a given global size $S_g$ host buffers of $S_g$ elements are allocated and populated with random values for global pointer arguments, device-only buffers of $S_g$ elements are allocated for local pointer arguments, integral arguments are given the value $S_g$, and all other scalar arguments are given random values. Host to device data transfers are enqueued for all non-write-only global buffers, and all non-read-only global buffers are transferred back to the host after kernel execution.

5.2 Dynamic Checker

For the purpose of performance benchmarking we are not interested in the correctness of computed values, but we define a class of programs as performing useful work if they predictably compute some result. We devised a low-overhead runtime behavior check to validate that a synthesized program does useful work based on the outcome of four executions of a tested program.
1. Create 4 equal size payloads \( A_{in}, B_{in}, A_{2in}, B_{2in} \), subject to restrictions: \( A_{in} = A_{2in}, B_{in} = B_{2in}, A_{in} \neq B_{in} \).
2. Execute kernel \( k \) 4 times: \( k(A_{in}) \rightarrow A_{out}, k(B_{in}) \rightarrow B_{out}, k(A_{2in}) \rightarrow A_{2out}, k(B_{2in}) \rightarrow B_{2out} \).
3. Assert:
   - \( A_{out} \neq A_{in} \) and \( B_{out} \neq B_{in} \), else \( k \) has no output (for these inputs).
   - \( A_{out} \neq B_{out} \) and \( A_{out} \neq B_{out} \), else \( k \) is input insensitive \( t \) (for these inputs).
   - \( A_{out} = A_{2out} \) and \( B_{out} = B_{2out} \), else \( k \) is non-deterministic.

Equality checks for floating point values are performed with an appropriate epsilon to accommodate rounding errors, and a timeout threshold is also used to catch kernels which are non-terminating. Our method is based on random differential testing [20], though we emphasize that this is not a general purpose approach and is tailored specifically for our use case. For example, we anticipate a false positive rate for kernels with subtle sources of non-determinism which more thorough methods may expose [21–23], however we deemed such methods unnecessary for our purpose of performance modeling.

6. Evaluation of Synthetic Programs

In this section we evaluate the quality of programs synthesized by CLgen by their likeness to hand-written code, and discuss limitations of the synthesis and execution pipeline.

6.1 Likeness to Hand-written Code

Judging whether a piece of code has been written by a human is a challenging task for a machine, so we adopt a methodology from machine learning research based on the Turing Test [24–26]. We reason that if the output of CLgen is human like code, then a human judge will be unable to distinguish it from hand-written code.

We devised a double blind test in which 15 volunteer OpenCL developers from industry and academia were shown 10 OpenCL kernels each. Participants were tasked with judging whether, for each kernel, they believed it to have been written by hand or by machine. Kernels were randomly selected for each participant from two equal sized pools of synthetically generated and hand-written code from GitHub. We applied the code rewriting process to all kernels to remove comments and ensure uniform identifier naming. The participants were divided into two groups, with 10 of them receiving code generated by CLgen, and 5 of them acting as a control group, receiving code generated by CLSmith [27], a program generator for differential testing.¹

We scored each participant’s answers, finding the average score of the control group to be 96% (stdev. 9%), an unsurpris-

¹An online version of this test is available at http://humanorrobot.uk/.
ing outcome as generated programs for testing have multiple "tells", for example, their only input is a single ulong pointer. There were no false positives (synthetic code labeled human) for CLSmith, only false negatives (human code labeled synthetic). With CLgen synthesized programs, the average score was 52% (stdev. 17%), and the ratio of errors was even. This suggests that CLgen code is indistinguishable from handwritten programs, with human judges scoring no better than random chance.

6.2 Limitations

Our new approach enables the synthesis of more human-like programs than current state of the art program generators, and without the expert guidance required by template based generators, but it has limitations. Our method of seeding the language models with the start of a function means that we cannot support user defined types, or calls to user-defined functions. This means that we only consider scalars and arrays as inputs; while 6 (2.3%) of the benchmark kernels from Table 3 use irregular data types as inputs. We will extend the host driver to explore multi-kernel schedules written programs, with human judges scoring no better than random chance.

7. Experimental Methodology

7.1 Experimental Setup

Predictive Model We reproduce the predictive model from Grewe, Wang, and O’Boyle [14]. The predictive model is used to determine the optimal mapping of a given OpenCL kernel to either a GPU or CPU. It uses supervised learning to construct a decision tree with a combination of static and dynamic kernel features extracted from source code and the OpenCL runtime, detailed in Table 2b.

Benchmarks As in [14], we test our model on the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [28]. We use the hand-optimized OpenCL implementation of Seo, Jo, and Lee [29]. In [14] the authors augment the training set of the predictive model with 47 additional kernels taken from 4 GPGPU benchmark suites. To more fully sample the program space, we use a much larger collection of 142 programs, summarized in Table 3. These additional programs are taken from all 7 of the most frequently used benchmark suites identified in Section 2. None of these programs were used to train CLgen. We synthesized 1,000 kernels with CLgen to use as additional benchmarks.

Platforms We evaluate our approach on two 64-bit CPU-GPU systems, detailed in Table 4. One system has an AMD GPU and uses OpenSUSE 12.3; the other is equipped with an NVIDIA GPU and uses Ubuntu 16.04. Both platforms were unloaded.

Datasets The NPB and Parboil benchmark suites are packaged with multiple datasets. We use all of the packaged datasets (5 per program in NPB, 1-4 per program in Parboil). For all other benchmarks, the default datasets are used. We configured the CLgen host driver to synthesize payloads between 128B-130MB, approximating that of the dataset sizes found in the benchmark programs.

7.2 Methodology

We replicated the methodology of [14]. Each experiment is repeated five times and the average execution time is recorded. The execution time includes both device compute time and the data transfer overheads.

We use leave-one-out cross-validation to evaluate predictive models. For each benchmark, a model is trained on data from all other benchmarks and used to predict the mapping...
We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on two heterogenous benchmarks, which have very different runtime behavior and optimal device mapping. The addition of a branching feature fixes this.

for each kernel and dataset in the excluded program. We repeat this process with and without the addition of synthetic benchmarks in the training data. We do not test model predictions on synthetic benchmarks.

8. Experimental Results

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on two heterogenous systems. We first compare the performance of a state of the art predictive model [14] with and without the addition of synthetic benchmarks, then show how the synthetic benchmarks expose weaknesses in the feature design and how these can be addressed to develop a better model. Finally we compare the ability of CLgen to explore the program feature space against a state of the art program generator [27].

8.1 Performance Evaluation

Figure 7 shows speedups of the Grewe et al. predictive model over the NAS Parallel Benchmark suite with and without the addition of synthesized benchmarks for training. Speedups are calculated relative to the best single-device mapping for each experimental platform, which is CPU-only for AMD and GPU-only for NVIDIA. The fine grained coverage of the feature space which synthetic benchmarks provide improves performance dramatically for the NAS benchmarks. Across both systems, we achieve an average speedup of 2.42× with the addition of synthetic benchmarks, with prediction improvements over the baseline for 62.5% of benchmarks on AMD and 53.1% on NVIDIA.

The strongest performance improvements are on NVIDIA with the FT benchmark which suffers greatly under a single-device mapping. However, the performance on AMD for the same benchmark slightly degrades after adding the synthetic benchmarks, which we address in the next section.

8.2 Extending the Predictive Model

Feature designers are bound to select as features only properties which are significant for the sparse benchmarks they test on, which can limit a model’s ability to generalize over a wider range of programs. We found this to be the case with the Grewe et al. model. The addition of automatically generated programs exposed two distinct cases where the model failed to generalize as a result of overspecializing to the NPB suite.

The first case is that F3 is sparse on many programs. This is a result of the NPB implementation’s heavy exploitation of local memory buffers and the method by which they combined features (we speculate this was a necessary dimensionality reduction in the presence of sparse training programs). To counter this we extended the model to use the raw feature values in addition to the combined features.

The second case is that some of our generated programs had identical feature values as in the benchmark set, but had different behavior (i.e. optimal mappings). Listing 2 shows one example of a CLgen benchmark which is indistinguishable in the feature space to one the of existing benchmarks — the Fast Walsh-Hadamard transform — but with different behavior. We found this to be caused by the lack of discriminatory features for branching, since the NPB programs are implemented in a manner which aggressively minimized branching. To counter this we extended the predictive model with an additional feature containing a static count of branching operations in a kernel.

Figure 8 shows speedups of our extended model across all seven of the benchmark suites used in Section 2. Model performance, even on this tenfold increase of benchmarks, is still good. There are three benchmarks on which the model performs poorly: MatrixMul, cuttcp, and pathfinder. Each of those programs make heavy use of loops, which we believe the static code features of the model fail to capture. This could be addressed by extracting dynamic instruction counts using profiling, but we considered this beyond the scope of our work. It is not our goal to perfect the predictive model, but to show the performance improvements associated with training on synthetic programs. To this extent, we are successful, achieving average speedups of 3.56× on AMD and 5.04× on NVIDIA across a very large test set.

8.3 Comparison of Source Features

As demonstrated in Section 2, the predictive quality of a model for a given point in the feature space is improved with the addition of observations from neighboring points. By producing thousands of artificial programs modeled on the structure real OpenCL programs, CLgen is able to consistently and automatically generate programs which are close in the feature space to the benchmarks which we are testing on.

To quantify this effect we use the static code features of Table 2a, plus the branching feature discussed in the previous subsection, to measure the number of CLgen kernels generated with the same feature values as those of the benchmarks we examined in the previous subsections. We examine the code features to allow comparison with the GitHub kernels for which we have no automated method to execute them and extract runtime features, and CLSmith generated programs.
Figure 7. Speedup of programs using Grewe et al. predictive model with and without synthetic benchmarks. The predictive model outperforms the best static device mapping by a factor of $1.26 \times$ on AMD and $2.50 \times$ on NVIDIA. The addition of synthetic benchmarks improves the performance to $1.57 \times$ on AMD and $3.26 \times$ on NVIDIA.

Figure 9 plots the number of matches as a function of the number of kernels. Out of 10,000 unique CLgen kernels, more than a third have static feature values matching those of the benchmarks, providing on average 14 CLgen kernels for each benchmark. This confirms our original intuition: CLgen kernels, by emulating the way real humans write OpenCL programs, are concentrated in the same area of the feature space as real programs. Moreover, the number of CLgen kernels we generate is unbounded, allowing us to continually refine the exploration of the feature space, while the number of kernels available on GitHub is finite. CLSmith rarely produces code similar to real-world OpenCL programs, with only 0.53% of the generated kernels having matching feature values with benchmark kernels. We conclude that the unique contribution of CLgen is its ability to generate many thousands of programs that are appropriate for predictive modeling.

9. Related Work

Our work lies at the intersections of a number of areas: program generation, benchmark characterization, and language modeling and learning from source code. There is no existing work that is similar to ours, in respect to learning from large corpuses of source code for benchmark generation. GENESIS [34] is a language for generating synthetic training programs. Users annotate template programs with statistical distributions over features, which are instantiated to generate statistically controlled permutations of templates. Template based approaches provide domain-specific solutions for a constrained feature and program space, for example, generating permutations of Stencil codes [35, 36]. Our approach provides general-purpose program generation over unknown domains, in which the statistical distribution of generated programs is automatically inferred from real world code.

Random program generation is an effective method for software testing. Grammar-based fuzz testers have been developed for C [37] and OpenCL [27]. A mutation-based approach for the Java Virtual Machine is demonstrated in [38]. Goal-directed program generators have been used for a variety of domains, including generating linear transforms [39], MapReduce programs [40], and data structure implementations [41]. Program synthesis from input/output examples is used for simple algorithms in [42], string manipulation in [43], and geometry constructions in [44].

Machine learning has been applied to source code to aid software engineering. Naturalize employs techniques developed in the natural language processing domain to model coding conventions [45]. JSnice leverages probabilistic graphical models to predict program properties such as identifier names for Javascript [46].
Figure 8. Speedups of predictions using our extended model over Grewe et al. on both experimental platforms. Synthetic benchmarks and the additional program features outperform the original predictive model by a factor $3.56 \times$ on AMD and $5.04 \times$ on NVIDIA.

Figure 9. The number of kernels from GitHub, CLSmith, and CLgen with static code features matching the benchmarks. CLgen generates kernels that are closer in the feature space than CLSmith, and can continue to do so long after we have exhausted the extent of the GitHub dataset. Error bars show standard deviation of 10 random samplings.

There is an increasing interest in mining source code repositories at large scale [16, 47, 48]. Previous studies have involved data mining of GitHub to analyze software engineering practices [49–52], for example code generation [53], code summarization [54], comment generation [55], and code completion [56]. However, no work so far has exploited mined source code for benchmark generation. This work is the first to do so.

10. Conclusion

The quality of predictive models is bound by the quantity and quality of programs used for training, yet there is typically only a few dozen common benchmarks available for experiments. We present a novel tool which is the first of its kind—an entirely probabilistic program generator capable of generating an unbounded number of human-like programs. Our approach applies deep learning over a huge corpus of publicly available code from GitHub to automatically infer the semantics and practical usage of a programming language. Our tool generates programs which to trained eyes are indistinguishable from hand-written code. We tested our approach using a state of the art predictive model, improving its performance by a factor of $1.27 \times$. We found that synthetic benchmarks exposed weaknesses in the feature set which, when corrected, further improved the performance by $4.30 \times$. Our hope for this work is to demonstrate a proof of concept for an exciting new avenue of program generation, and that the full release of CLgen will expedite discovery in other domains. In future work we will extend the approach to multiple programming languages, and investigate methods for performing an automatic directed search of feature spaces.
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